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Dear Readers,

Whether I open my newspaper in the morning, or watch the news on television 
in the evening, I’m unable to rid myself of the impression, whenever the energy 
turnaround and climate protection are mentioned, that there is something 
missing in the political debate and in the media’s dissemination of information. 
The essential element that’s being forgotten is the subject of heat! “The entire 
world” - at least outside expert circles - talks about the energy turnaround 
and climate protection, but generally focuses only on electricity, design of the 
electricity market, power-transmission routes and electricity storage. As if the 
generation and use of heat never happened. And this is a serious omission, 
because non-effi cient non-renewable generation and supply of heat bear co-
responsibility for our climate-harming emissions. 

In Germany, more than a quarter of the country’s entire consumption 
of fi nal energy is used to provide heating and hot water in private homes. We 
are noticing at the same time that the replacement of old heating installations 
fuelled by fossil fuels with modern and effi cient technology is proceeding 
very sluggishly. In practice this means that we in Germany operate around 
twenty-one million heating systems and that only around 2.5 per cent of the 
old installations are replaced by new ones each year. Only 29 per cent of 
Germany’s heating systems meet modern technological standards. These 
are fi gures which I, as Minister for Climate Protection and the Environment, 
simply cannot view as satisfactory. I fi nd it extremely alarming to read that 
sales of effi cient heating systems and of heating systems based on regenera-
tive sources declined in 2014 for the fi rst time since the energy-turnaround 
resolution. Only in 21 per cent of all instances of replacement of heating 
systems was renewable energy incorporated - a ten-year low! Every modern 
heating installation acts like a live-cell therapy for the heat turnaround. And 
“heat turnaround” means the replacement of fossil by renewable energy 
sources, the reduction of heat consumption and of the fuels used, and the 
system-conducive interlinking of the supply of power and of heat.

It is therefore now all the more important to also establish the heat 
turnaround in the public’s consciousness and to bring it to life. This maga-
zine examines a large range of heat-turnaround examples already imple-
mented and worthy of imitation, from the “Climate Protection made in NRW” 
series.

Johannes Remmel
Minister for Climate Protection, Environment, Agriculture, Conservation and 
Consumer Protection of the State of North Rhine-Westphalia 
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WindDialog.NRW 
assures transparency

T
he expansion of wind energy also 
frequently gives rise locally to ques-
tions and reservations, and En-

ergyAgency.NRW has therefore 
developed the “WindDialog.
NRW” dialogue platform 
on behalf of the NRW cli-
mate protection minis-
try. This enables mu-
nicipalities and project 
developers to involve 
interested citizens in 
planned projects. A 
number of pilot munici-
palities are already doing 
exactly that.

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/
winddialog is intended to provide dif-
ferentiated information on wind energy 
and to increase locally the transparency 
of specifi c projects. WindDialog.NRW’s 

content consists of various modules: 
a central map provides an overview of 

planned wind-energy projects in NRW. 
Municipalities and/or project 

developers make the cur-
rent status of planning 

transparent in specifi c 
“project rooms”. In-
terested citizens can 
thus systematically 
obtain information on 

and become involved 
in these activities in 

their region. In addition, 
general questions on wind-

energy installations and on the 
expansion of wind energy in NRW are 

answered, and discussion of specifi c in-
dividual topics chaired, in an “Online citi-
zens’ offi ce”.
winddialog@energieagentur.nrw.de

Online tool 
for heat 
pumps

A 
new EnergyAgency.NRW online 
tool makes it possible to simulate 
various factors infl uencing the use 

of a heat pump and obtain tips for opti-
misation. The effi ciency of heat pumps is 
a complex matter, and it is dependent on 
numerous individual factors and on the in-
teraction of the components – from user 
behaviour, via the physics of the building, 
up to and including the control system. By 
means of simulation, the conditions for 
cost-effi cient operation of the heat pump 
– setting of the right supply temperature, 
for example – can be tested.

Geothermics for 
half of NRW

M
ore than 50 per cent of NRW’s 
use of heat for heating could be 
met from geothermal sources. On 

behalf of the State Environment Agency 
(LANUV), the International Geothermal 
Center (GZB) and the Department of Ge-
odesy at the Bochum University of Applied 
Sciences have determined the potentials 
for near-surface geothermics in our state. 
Here, unlike the existing potential map pro-
duced by the NRW Geological Service (GD 
NRW), not only has the projected geother-
mal yield of a location been investigated, 
it has also been set against the specifi c 
heat requirement of the buildings on the 
particular site.

Aggregated data on the percentage 
of the actual heat requirement that could 
be met by means of heat pumps in com-
bination with geothermal heat probes of 
a maximum depth of 100 m is thus now 
available at municipal level. Near-surface 
geothermics could contribute more than 
50 per cent, or more than 140 TWh/a, for 

the entire 
surface area of 

the state of NRW. 
The bandwidth of theoretical contribu-
tion percentages ranges in the individual 
municipalities from a few per cent to sig-
nifi cantly above 90 per cent. These differ-
ences are the result not only of the natural 
parameters of the underground site, but 

also, above all, of development density and 
the percentage of surface space taken up 
by exclusion areas, with the result that 
small rural municipalities generally have 
a signifi cantly higher geothermal cover-
age potential than medium-sized towns 
and large cities.

The full study can be viewed here:
www.energieagentur.nrw.de/19407 

AHEEEHAPEKOAMLJHHFAJNPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPIKFKMGNPMOEKEPBNFFFNB
IBLCJBFHELHAGOHKBDCIMFABNFCMD
FIGMKDFIKGCDGPKNNHPDILHIOLPLM
KIAHBGFBFIMLFBJKGOMHJNLFOOJAJ
MFFFFFEHAJDCINPPKLEPAHFHANEMK
APBBBPAPKKIHAKHBEODJCFDEBAPOB
HHHHHHHPPHPHHHPHPHPHHPPPHHPHP

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/ 
19408
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New climate-protection competition 

T
hree climate-protection compe-
titions on the subjects of renew-
able energy and energy-efficiency 

started on 1 June 2015, while the “Vir-
tual power plants.NRW” competition is 
to be announced on 1 September 2015. 
Research projects, knowledge networks 
and the implementation and introduction 
of innovative processes and cooperation 
projects in the fields of smart processes 
for energy conversion, energy storage, 
energy distribution and energy control 
are to receive backing. The state govern-
ment’s aim in these competitions is that 

of supporting companies, universities and 
research institutions in climate-protection 
projects. The competitions, organised by 
LeadMarketAgency.NRW, are a compo-
nent of the 2014-2020 funding phase of 
the Operation Program NRW for the Eu-
ropean Fund for Regional Development, 
“Investments in Growth and Employment” 
(OP EFRE NRW).

Electric buses are back

E
lectric buses – five of them – will soon 
be traversing the streets of Münster 
again, for the first time since the 

elimination of trolleybuses forty-seven 
years ago. Zero Emission Urban Bus Sys-
tems, or ZeEUS, for short, is the title of 
the EU project coordinated by the Inter-

national Public Transport Union (UITP), 
which has set itself the task of promoting 
low-emissions electric buses in Europe.

Five electric buses will in future op-
erate Münster’s around twelve-kilometre 
long Route 14. Thirty drivers of both sexes 
are being trained to drive these buses at 
Münster’s municipal transport operator.

The batteries are quick-charged via 
the roof of the bus at the route terminuses. 
The 86 kilowatt-hour batteries will then be 
fully charged again after a good five to ten 
minutes. This is made possible by a high 
(500 kW) charging current.

And Münster is not the only city to 
have started - various electric buses will 
also begin operating in other cities, such as 
Cologne and Bonn, in the next few months.
www.energieagentur.nrw.de/mobilitaet 

Much wind in 
Husum

T
he “HUSUM Wind” will be the meet-
ing point and showcase for the Ger-
man and neighbouring wind-energy 

industries from 15 to 18 September 2015. 
Around six hundred exhibitors from the 
system manufacturing, finance, grid op-
eration, system control, energy market, 
wind-energy storage, processes and sup-
ply chain, system components and imple-
mentation (on-shore/offshore) sectors will 
be showing their products and services. 
EnergyAgency.NRW will also be there, 
spotlighting its wind-energy services on 
Stand 2B11 in Hall 2.
www.husumwind.de

Network Energy Economy launched

T
he energy turnaround (Ener-
giewende) in NRW has a new net-
work. The “Energy Economy Net-

work” concentrates existing capabilities 
in research, development and production 
for all facets of the energy market of the 
future. The network, which already has 
more than 430 members, is financed by 
the NRW economics ministry, and coor-
dinated by EnergyAgency.NRW.

The network’s focus is on improving 
business opportunities in Germany and 

abroad for NRW companies in the energy-
supply and energy utilisation sectors. It as-
sists the participating companies in their 
orientation around the energy markets of 
the future by initiating and supporting key 
projects.

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/ 
19409 

AHEEEHAPEKOFILJIPFAJNPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPIGBKMONPMOEKEPBNFFFNB
IFJCJFFEHLLDKODNKDCIOFABNFCMD
CKOMPAFIKCDLGKKFNHPDILHIOLPLM
KMHBJGFEIAENNJFKGOMHJNLFOOJAJ
MFFFFFEHAJCKIJNPKLEPAHFHANEMK
APBBBPAPKKEFNKPBEODJCFDEBAPOB
HHHHHHHPPHPPHHPHPHPHHPPPHHPHP

AHEEEHAPJKBPCKENLFDGEDIDCPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPNGMCELBOBGILADFOBPBNFFFNB
KFCFPBFNIEHKGOEMHFCCODMJMKIMNIDEI
AIDJNMFGMNNCBDKJLPBOOAPPCCOIEEMLP
KEIFKKFFBDFCMIFECJFHDCFLIFCOADFMK
MBCHPNFFPIABJHFMFOOGHJOANJIMMGHMI
MFFFNNEHCKNFEEPPPHHIOOAJAHFHALOHO
APBBBPAPIOBKABLLNDIADPMAAFEFGJFDK
HHHHHHHPPHPPPPPPHHPPPHHHPPHPPHHPP

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/
energiewirtschaft
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H
ow will we live in 2050? What if every building 
were to be an energy miracle? Solar collectors 
on the roof track the sun, an efficiently insu-

lated building shell eliminates heat losses, ventilation 
and heat-recovery systems in the basement assure 
a pleasant room atmosphere. Power, heat and light 
are regulated by a smart building automation control 
system. Thermostats, motion detectors and door and 
window sensors assist in ensuring that not a single 
kilowatt hour is wasted. Surplus energy is stored and 
kept available, for the electric vehicle charging unit in 
the garage, for example, or for feed into the electricity 
grid, all according to needs. Every building would then 
be a smart energy manager and a decentralised mini 
power plant for regional energy supplies simultane-
ously. Heating and power costs: zero.

A vision that could become reality. Innovative 
technological solutions for sustainable residential liv-
ing are being researched everywhere, as the overview 
provided by the “ZukunftBau” (FutureConstruction) 
federal research initiative illustrates. Energy suppliers 
are setting up beacon projects, engineers are working 
on smart building automation systems, building physi-
cists are developing resources-conserving insulation 
systems, architects are designing model buildings, re-
searchers are putting families in specimen properties 
for “trial living”, and testing quality of residential life, 
the user friendliness of the building automation equip-
ment and energy consumptions. All are linked by a 
single question: How can climate-friendly electricity 
supply be conceived jointly with efficient use of heat 
on the basis of renewable energy sources? How can 
a new energy market be designed to ensure that the 

technologies for electricity and heat are intelligently 
intermeshed, cutting energy needs and CO2 emis-
sions?

Slumbering giant in the shadow of the energy 
turnaround
The energy turnaround is still viewed as a purely 
electricity turnaround, complain experts from sci-
ence, industry and practice. The heat sector is a 
slumbering giant: despite the fact that half of Ger-
many’s final energy consumption is used for space 
heating and hot water, both of which are today still 
generated more than 90 per cent using fossil energy 
sources, a certain dynamic has been lacking in the 
expansion of renewable heat sources up to now. The 
share of German heat consumption accounted for by 
renewables is trailing in the single-digit percentage 
range. Building and heating-system modernisation is 
stagnating. More than three quarters of the around 
18 million heating installations in Germany are older 
than ten years and therefore no longer state-of-the-
art in energy terms.

“The energy turnaround will succeed only if we 
achieve the heat turnaround”, federal environment 
minister Barbara Hendricks therefore affirms. The 
Federal Republic’s climate targets are ambitious: the 
primary-energy consumption of residential and non-
residential buildings is to be cut by 80 per cent by 
the year 2050. Final energy consumption would need 
to fall by 60 per cent to achieve this. To awaken this 
slumbering giant and accelerate the restructuring of 
the largest energy-consumption sector, the federal 
government is supporting households, companies and 

Good morning, 
heat turnaround!

Discussion of the energy turnaround generally focuses 
on electricity. Only very few then think about the ecologi-
cal restructuring of heat supplies. A certain dynamic has 
been lacking here up to now. But a heat turnaround will be 
necessary if national climate protection targets are to be 
achieved. The greatest potentials can be found in buildings 
and in supply of local heating. Examples in NRW show how 
this slumbering giant can be awakened.

7innovation & energy    3  |  2015



municipalities that back solar, biomass and/or geo-
thermal heat for heat supplies with market-incentive 
programmes. More than 300 million euros annually 
are available for relevant projects. Funding totalling 
two billion euros is provided annually for new insu-
lation and heating systems. EnergyAgency.NRW fur-
nishes a diverse range of advisory services here.

NRW: Alarm calls for heat turnaround 
There is demand without any doubt, and many po-
tential concepts. NRW pioneers of the German heat 
turnaround are demonstrating how the potentials 
can be exploited. The most important focus here is 
the existing stock of buildings: in NRW alone, more 
than six of the eight million residential units originate 
from before 1977, the year of the fi rst Thermal Insula-
tion Regulations. Their energy requirement is fi ve to 
six times higher than that of present-day new build-
ings. The savings effects of energy modernisation 
of existing buildings with conversion to renewable 
energy sources are illustrated by the Future Evolu-
tion House, in Bottrop - a beacon project of Innova-
tionCity Ruhr.

From old building to energy-plus house 
The Kewitsch family used to consume an annual 
72,000 kilowatt hours of energy in their single-fam-
ily house, constructed in the 1960s. This fi gure fell 
to 900 kilowatt hours once the basement, exterior 
walls and roof had been insulated and triple-glazed 
windows installed. It was also made possible by a pho-
tovoltaics installation and a battery storage system for 
solar electricity; surplus power is fed into the grid. A 
brine-to-water heat pump operating on geothermal 
heat warms the house in winter and cools it in the sum-
mer. A solar-thermal system provides hot water. The 
Kewitsch family pay around 100 euros each month for 
heating and electricity in total, during the fi rst year af-
ter the radical modernisation - before conversion they 
paid 600 euros. At present, only 1 per cent of existing 
buildings throughout Germany are currently modern-
ised each year. The rate of modernisation would need 
to rise to not less than 2.5 per cent annually to really 
get the heat turnaround going.

Energy-aware building
Single- and two-family houses ac-
count for the largest proportion of 
energy consumption in buildings, at 
41 per cent. Multi-family houses take 
24 per cent. New energy-effi cient 
buildings demonstrate that the heat 
turnaround is not just theory: new 

ultra-low energy and Passive House buildings will, it 
is true, be legally mandatory only from 2021 onward, 
but the climate-protection estate in Essen-Kupferdreh 
fulfi ls these standards even now. Eight multi-family 
houses and seventeen semi-detached and terraced 
houses have been energy-designed in such a way that 
they have a climate balance of a maximum of 9 kg 
of carbon dioxide per square metre. Local shopping 
facilities and a direct bus link to the city centre help 
persuade residents to leave their cars in the garage.

Geothermics for heating and cooling
There are also innovative concepts for accelerating 
the heat turnaround in non-residential buildings. Geo-
thermics - heat from the earth - is an inexhaustible 
natural reserve of energy also suitable for large build-
ings, including processing and production shops. How 
heat rising from the earth’s core can be collected even 
at shallow depths and used for heating and cooling is 
being demonstrated in Bielefeld, where one of Ger-
many’s largest geothermal installations, which is to 
heat three new buildings in winter and cool them in 
the summer, is currently being constructed for the 
new university campus. This system’s overall output 
of 700 kW is equivalent to the heat requirements of 
around 115 single-family houses with a living space 
of 120 square metres each. The secret: the new uni-
versity building is mounted, for geological reasons, 
on stilts. Since these concrete piles are good heat 
conductors, the responsible planners found it only 
logical to use them as heat exchangers for geothermal 
heat. For heating purposes, cold water runs through 
the “energy piles”. These absorb heat present in the 
soil at a depth of 20 metres and yield it via a heat 
pump to the underfl oor heating. The process runs 
in reverse when cooling is needed. In this way, one 
kilowatt hour of electricity, needed for operation of 
the heat pump, provides up to 4.5 kilowatt hours of 
heat. Geothermal probes at depths of 85 metres are 
used for the other two new buildings. The climate bal-
ance of these three systems: savings of around 60 
per cent compared to conventional district heating, 
equivalent to 235 tonnes less carbon dioxide for the 
planned consumption rate.

8 innovation & energy    3  |  2015
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Exploiting heat potentials pays off
The fact that conversion to using geothermal heat is 
fi nancially worthwhile even on smaller scales is shown 
by the Willich Energy Center’s specimen calculations. 
Operation with a 1,000 square metre effective area us-
ing a heat pump can, for instance, cut annual energy 
costs by nearly 6,000 euros. A family living in a semi-
detached house of 150 square metres saves around 
800 euros each year. The 50,000 resident town on 
the Lower Rhine, a former coal and steel region, has 
exploited its geologically favourable geothermal con-
ditions and is a pioneer in the use of geothermal heat: 
more than fi ve hundred geothermal heat projects have 
been implemented in this town, which was recently 
awarded the title of “Energy Municipality”: from ge-
othermal heat pumps for single-family houses, via 
larger heat solutions for commercial and municipal 
buildings, up to and including heat networks for en-
tire districts.

Small adjustments get results 
Heat turnaround concepts which integrate well into 
existing infrastructures and boost the percentage 
of renewable heat used without complications are 
needed in larger municipalities, in particular. A small 
but effective balancing unit operates in the Düsseldorf 
suburb of Garath, where the existing biomass cogen-
eration plant, which supplies the base load for the 61 
kilometre long natural gas district heating network, 

is being augmented by a mobile pellet-fi red heating 
centre. This grey, transportable container system with 
a thermal output of 880 kW is used mainly in transi-
tional periods and in winter. It supplies around 5 mil-
lion kilowatt hours of heat and boosts the amount of 
renewable energy used in Garath’s district heating to 
above 50 per cent. This further reduces consumption 
of fossil natural gas.

Companies are also exploiting economic poten-
tials by making small changes: at Lemgo, in West-
phalia, an electroplating fi rm is putting its faith in the 
effi cient use of process heat as energy. The Menzel 
company galvanizes metal components, such as hos-
pital bed-frames and sheet-metal parts for combine 
harvesters. The treatment process, which applies a 
thin layer of metal to the components using an elec-
tric current, is energy-intensive. The installation of a 
mini-CHP plant unit with an output of 20 kW enabled 
this Lemgo company to reduce its power consump-
tion: this unit supplies around half of the electricity 
needed for the production process. The waste-heat 
yielded is returned via heat-exchangers to the produc-
tion process and used there. The unit also supplies the 
heating for the company buildings. Menzel has derived 
double benefi ts from conversion of its energy supplies 
to the on-site production of electricity and heat: the 
integration of the mini-CHP plant unit necessitated 
corresponding technical modifi cation and optimisa-
tion of the production operations - a side-effect which 
also has positive benefi ts for the company’s energy 
balance, in addition to cutting power consumption.

Not a fantasy for the forward-looking
Awakening the slumbering giant and building a bridge 
into a new heat age is a joint social task. A short review 
of the heat-turnaround pioneers shows that there are 
many future-orientated concepts even now. Vision, 
yes – science fi ction, no! But the bridge will function 
properly only if the replacement of fossil energy sourc-
es succeeds, the saving of energy is accelerated and 
system-conducive interlinking of electricity and heat 
supplies becomes reality.

AHEEEHAPEKGDOLJAPFAJNPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPILEKMCNPMOEKEPBNFFFNB
IBJHJFFGBLDEKOPNNDCINFABNFCMD
GIGMIDFIKHCDGMKNNHPLILHIOLPLM
CECDBCFBPIAODJBKGOMGINLFOOJAJ
MFNFFFEPALDCIIOPKLEPAHFHANEMK
APBBBPAPKKMEFCHBEODJCFDEBAPOB
HHHHHHHPPHPHHHPHPHPHHPPPHHPHP  

EnergyAgency.NRW’s instruments for 
the heat turnaround

Not a technical gimmick, but a step towards the heat turnaround: after a ba-
sic energy refurbishment, the technical systems in a single-family house are 
synchronised and controlled through a central control system.
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The immersion-heater princi-
ple is coming back into fashion 
- and it’s now called “power-to-
heat”. This technology promises 
advances in the supply of heat 
on the basis of renewable sourc-
es - and not only because it’s an 
English term.

I
nnovation & Energy spoke about this to Dipl.-Ing. 
Norman Gerhardt, head of the Energy Economy 
and System Analysis group at the Fraunhofer Insti-

tute for Wind Energy and Energy System Technology 
(IWES).

Mr Gerhardt, a daily newspaper has quoted your view 
that power-to-heat is the future for the heat market. So 
will we all soon have immersion heaters in our base-
ments?

Gerhardt: It’s not quite as simple as that. The 
immersion heater is only one possibility for the use 

Immersion heaters now 
“power-to-heat”

10 innovation & energy    3  |  2015
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of electricity on the heat market. It is notable for its 
low investment costs, but also for its low efficiency, 
and so it’s ideal for only restricted use for a few hours 
per year. I don’t know whether we’ll one day have this 
technology in our basements in the buffer storage 
tanks of our gas- or oil-fired heating systems. What 
will be increasingly important, however, are efficient 
heat pumps. These must run not only when surplus 
wind and solar power is available, but also through-
out the year, because of their efficiency advantage. 
The use of “immersion heaters” of the higher output 
classes for a low number of hours per year is inter-
esting for district heating. Several municipal utilities 
are already extremely active in this field. If we relate 
this to the time axis, we have surplus power today, 
above all, as a result of grid capacity shortages, 
particularly in Schleswig-Holstein. We must, in ad-
dition, even now provide extra assurance of mains-
frequency stability by means of alternative technolo-
gies to conventional power-generating plants, such 
as power-to-heat. We formulated this as much as one 
year ago in a study for Agora Energiewende. My view 
is, however, that large amounts of surplus wind and 
solar power are not to be expected in Germany as 
a whole in the next 10 to 15 years. There are other 
flexibility options, however, including European elec-
tricity trading, in particular.

What are the benefits of this technology for reducing 
climate-relevant emissions?

Gerhardt: The federal government has set it-
self ambitious climate-policy targets. And we must 
remember that we will be able to achieve these tar-
gets only if we also use power-to-heat on a large 
scale. Wind and solar electricity are the primary 

energy sources of the future, and they are available 
to us with a high potential for expansion and at rela-
tively low cost. To meet our climate targets, we have 
to greatly reduce our emissions, and not only in the 
electricity sector, but also in heat, in industry and in 
transport. Increased efficiency, such as building in-
sulation, for example, is important here, but is not 
alone sufficient. We need renewable energy sources, 
and renewable-energy power, in particular, because 
biomass and solarthermics are either available only 
to a limited extent, have only low potential coverage 
levels for the heat market, or are more expensive. If 

we use renewables-based electricity directly, we avoid 
the emissions and waste-heat - and thus efficiency 
- losses of conventional power plants. And we even 
multiply these savings, thanks to the use of ambient 
heat, if we install efficient heat pumps. So we have an 
efficiency benefit from power-to-heat, an economic 
benefit, and we also have the climate-policy necessity 
of using electricity on the heat market. We researched 
this in great detail in our current study on the interac-
tion of the energy sectors.

How high do you estimate the energy and economic 
potential of power-to-heat in industrial applications?

Gerhardt: Industry currently has an extremely 
high energy consumption which, unlike the building 
sector, can be reduced only to a limited extent by 
means of efficiency-improving measures. We there-

fore have a very high technical potential. Large heat 
pumps for temperature ranges below 100 to 140° C 
will, in particular, be cost-effective. They make it pos-
sible to render low-temperature waste-heat potentials 
useful again, by using electricity. We also still have a 
high potential for the use of steam. Here, the combina-
tion of cogeneration plants with large-scale “immer-
sion heaters” will become established because, de-
pending on the electricity market situation, power can 
be flexibly generated or consumed, and the demand 
for heat met efficiently at the same time. There is, on 
the other hand, a need for research into new electri-
cal processes in energy-intensive industry. There are 
many diverse applications and great technical poten-
tials here, but one must, at the same time, determine 
what cost burdens industry can bear in the face of 
international competition.

We have to greatly reduce our emissi-
ons, not only in the power sector, but 

also in heat, industry and transport, to 
meet our climate targets.

Industry currently has an extremely 
high energy consumption which, unlike 
the building sector, can be reduced 
only to a limited extent by means of ef-
ficiency-improving measures. We have, 
correspondingly, a very high technical 
potential.
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T
he Federal State of North Rhine-
Westphalia’s science and economics 
ministries are supporting the foun-

dation of the “ICT and Energy Networks” 
workgroup. This workgroup is being organ-
ised by the two clusters EnergyResearch.
NRW (CEF.NRW) and Information and 
Communications Technology.NRW (IKT.
NRW) and is intended to bring together 
the major personages of these two sectors. 
The most important fi elds of research iden-
tifi ed by the group are to be found in the 
topics of “Decentralised monitoring and 
control of the distribution grid”, “Integrated 
reliability analysis of energy grid and ICT”, 
“Smarter planning” and “Grid automation”.

Up to now, power has fl owed in the 
grids in only one direction: from the power 
plant to the customer. In future, grids will 
have to be able to react fl exibly to the in-

creasingly decentralised feeding-in of ener-
gy from renewable sources. It will therefore 
be necessary to evolve new, smart tech-
nologies and services, which are capable 
of the paradigm change from a centrally 
controlled to a smart decentralised power-
supply system, for the grids of the future.

Optimum control of generation, stor-
age and consumption can be achieved only 
via sophisticated grid management. Sys-
tematic use of information and commu-
nications technologies (ICT) is necessary 
for this. Precisely tailored ICT solutions 
orientated around the needs and require-
ments of the energy grids are needed. 
The research requirement is therefore 
high, but North Rhine-Westphalia is opti-
mally positioned here, with its high-power 
ICT and energy industries: numerous re-
search institutions, such as the Bergisch 

University Wuppertal, the RWTH Aachen 
University, the TU Dortmund University 
and the Dortmund University of Applied 
Sciences and Arts, possess the know-how 
necessary for the development of future-
viable innovative systems and solutions in 
cooperation with leading companies and 
grid operators at the interface between 
energy and ICT.

The “Smart energy grids. Research 
fi elds and personalities from North Rhine-
Westphalia” (“Intelligente Energienetze. 
Forschungsfelder und Akteure aus Nor-
drhein-Westfalen”) brochure highlights 
these topics and the relevant people.

 

District heating: Denmark shows the way

D
istrict heating has a long tradition 
in Denmark. As early as 1903, a 
Copenhagen waste incineration 

plant began supplying its electricity and 
waste heat to a neighbouring hospital. 
Nowadays, more than 60 per cent of Den-
mark’s private households are supplied 
with district heating. Around three quar-
ters of this heat is generated on the com-
bined heat+power (CHP) principle. Such 
systems are augmented, for example, by 
solarthermics and waste heat from indus-
try. In Copenhagen, 98 per cent of house-
holds are now connected. And that’s not 
all: thanks to district heating, Copenhagen 
intends to be the world’s fi rst climate-neu-
tral city by 2025.

District heating is playing an ever 
greater role in NRW. In the Ruhr industrial 
region, in particular, with its power plants 
and heavy industry, there is great poten-

tial, in particular, for the utilisation of the 
waste heat yielded. One current innova-
tive concept is the Projektgesellschaft 
Fernwärmeschiene Rhein-Ruhr GmbH. 
Here, “island grids” of individual munici-
pal utilities are to be linked to each other. 
The advantage will be not only enhanced 
fl exibility for the entire heat network, but 
also the concomitant contribution to cli-
mate protection. Employees of municipal 
utilities and companies in NRW were able 
to see for themselves just how diverse 
district heating technologies can be on a 
study trip to Denmark organised in August 
by EnergyAgency.NRW, the NRW climate 
protection ministry and the Danish energy 
agency. And sustainability counts: in the 
longer term, the state of NRW, Energy-
Agency.NRW and the Danish energy 
agency are aiming at partnership on other 
energy-related topics.

The grids of 
the future

AHEEEHAPNMDCOGNPIBGEJPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPBGAKIDJLMOAKEPBNFFFNB
OCKPCOFIDFMMOFEIEMEDDDLGDOFKI
FFKKBGFNOFPHACOLADJGMNKMIGLNB
EMACJMFFNOAOHJLMGMKHJLLHIOLGJ
MNNFNNEHLPINOCCJBECEAHFHAGLKB
APBBBPAPGEBGMHDHJKFEGDGAHNLIM
HHHHHHHPPHPPHHPHPHPHHPPPHHPHP

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/ 
19410
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T
he expansion of wind energy and solar-power installations 
will play a great role in the achievement of Germany’s 
climate-protection targets. In an energy-supply system 

featuring high percentages of renewable energy, more electric-
ity is generated at times of high sunshine and/or constant wind 
than is consumed, however. These surpluses must be used as 
rationally as possible. One method of regulating the fl uctuating 
supply of electricity from renewable resources is its conver-
sion to more easily storable forms of energy, such as heat or 
hydrogen, for example. The various procedures for conversion 
of electricity are referred to by the experts as “Power-to-X”. The 
“X” here stands for the various products which can be gener-
ated from electricity.

The surplus electricity can be used to produce heating or 
process heat by means of power-to-heat technologies such as 
the classical heating element or the electrical heat pump. An-
other possibility is that of converting the electricity to hydrogen 
in an electrolysis process (power-to-gas). The hydrogen can then, 
for example, be used directly in fuel-cell heating appliances and 
vehicles, or stored instead. Stored hydrogen can be transported 
across great distances and used later at a different location. It 
can also be converted to methane and used as an energy source 
equivalent to natural gas. Hydrogen or methane can, in addi-
tion also be further processed, to produce fuels (power-to-fu-
els) or chemicals (power-to-chemicals), however. The result is 
an extremely deep value chain with a corresponding economic 
potential. In this chain, electricity has become a feed resource. 
The EnergyResearch.NRW cluster is organising a conference in 
Oberhausen on this subject in cooperation with the Fraunhofer 
UMSICHT institute on 11 and 12 November 2015.

“Power-to-X” technologies are still only at the start of their 
technological evolution. It will be necessary to analyse and evalu-
ate a large number of utilisation routes in order to further develop 
them technologically and economically. Various specialisations, 
from basic research up to and including application technology, 
will have to be brought together in an interdisciplinary collabo-
ration. This is the starting point for the “Power to gas and heat” 
virtual institute, which is intended to identify, bring together and 
concentrate existing capabilities in North Rhine-Westphalia. The 
virtual institute is funded by the NRW science ministry, and sup-
ported by the EnergyResearch.NRW cluster, which has published 
a brochure on it.

Fuel from 
plastics

A
t Ennigerloh, in the County of Waren-
dorf, the disposal organisation has 
up to now recycled everything that 

could be recycled. Domestic and commer-
cial waste is used, for example, to produce 
substitute fuels. Starting recently, this ma-
terial is now “turned to oil”. The fi rst indus-
trial-scale pilot plant applying chemical-
catalytic pressureless conversion to oil has 
been in operation since 2012. This process 
is also known as catalytic tribochemical 

conversion (CTC) and is “really not all that 
new”, comments Jürn Düsterloh, CEO of 
Dieselwest. “Here however, the oil product 
is recovered for the fi rst time ever from do-
mestic and commercial waste, using a pat-
ented process. We produce a storable and 
transportable energy source, with proper-
ties scarcely differing from those of com-
mercially available middle distillates, from 
waste”. This makes the consortium from 
NRW a global pioneer. The project is re-
ceiving support from NRW and EU funds, 
among other sources.

Production quantities need to in-
crease further to make the application of 
CTC technology to waste cost-effi cient, 
however. The capacity target for 2015 is 
250 litres per hour. Desulphurisation is the 
current work focus, to permit the produc-
tion of standard-conformant diesel fuel. In 
addition, the expansion of the feed-materi-
al basis to include biogenic waste is impor-
tant for international interested parties. 
“This technology has the potential to make 
a great contribution to the conservation of 
resources”, notes Christian Haupts, CEO of 
the Recenso plant-engineering company.
www.energieagentur.nrw.de/19443

Converting 
power to X

AHEEEHAPAKKBMPLGJHANPPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPEONOMCNPFKEDAPBNFFFNB
IHGJDMFCODJJEMGJGKCKHNCIFHDEB
EOEMNDFEIHHJGOIFJFPPKLDKOPNLI
CBBCIKFJGABOJIBKPKMOPNCBOHNAA
MFNFFNEPJJADIPGPICENAHFHAPNMI
APBBBPAPECECHONBAMDNAFHGBENOF
HHHHHHHPPHHHHPPHHHPPHPHPHPPHH  www.energieagentur.nrw.de/19411 
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The effects of and the demands made by the 
energy turnaround will confront the distribu-
tion grids with enormous challenges. 

V
olatile feed-in of renewable energy is generally balanced out in the 
electricity grid by conventional grid expansion. A Westnetz GmbH pilot 
project in the Münsterland is pursuing new paths, however. In Wettrin-

gen, a lithium-ion battery (250 kW / 350 kVA / 1 MWh) is being integrated 
into the power grid. This battery storage system, conceived in cooperation 
between Parker GmbH (Kaarst) and LG Chem, of Korea, will probably enter 
service in September 2015. The project was unveiled to an audience of a 
good 160 experts by Dr. Simon Ohrem in June in the context of the annual 
conference of EnergyAgency.NRW’s Grids and Storage Systems network.

The need for grid expansion results from voltage and load problems 
in the 30/10/1 kV grid. Thanks to its expected service life of 15 to 20 years 
and its capability for mobile use, the lithium-ion battery may, after a change 
in grid structure planned for a period of fi ve years, become an interesting 
business case. The work necessary for installation of a 10 kV cable is also 
entirely eliminated. The storage-system project will provide valuable experi-
ence and know-how, in view of the greatly differing dimensions of the techni-
cal, approval-law and regulatory aspects. The new knowledge already gained 
is being tested in a real critical grid-utilisation case using experience from 
existing R&D projects and the development of control algorithms.

The importance of energy storage systems will increase signifi cantly in 
the future. They will become an essential element in the energy turnaround, 
as Westnetz project manager Nicholas Dettke and Dr. Stefan Nykamp, re-
sponsible for Westnetz GmbH’s Grid Storage technology center, are con-
vinced. The use of such storage systems may be rational even now, in the 
fi eld of reducing grid expansion, voltage maintenance and power-factor 
correction. The regulatory framework necessary for this is still lacking at 
present, however. There are also other applications in which such storage 
systems could conceivably used, such as their utilisation for primary con-
trol power. In future, however, storage systems will also play a fundamental 
role in assuredness of supply - an aspect which needs to be more heavily 
emphasised in the ongoing debates on investment costs and macroeco-
nomic cost-effi ciency. EnergyAgency.NRW’s Grids and Storage Systems 
network is focussing on these and other questions in three newly initiated 
workgroups for the topics of “Energy-infrastructure modernisation and grid 
technology”, “Grid operation and system development” and “Storage and 
more fl exible systems”.

Energy supply 
with fuel cells

A 100 kW Type PAFC fuel cell 
system was commissioned 
at the University of Duisburg-
Essen’s Fuel Cell Research 
Center (ZBT) this May. 

T
his system will supply the base load for the 
ZBT’s power and heat needs, saving the envi-
ronment some 115 tonnes of CO2 annually. Over-

all effi ciency is around 80 per cent. The CHP system’s 
process heat can be effi ciently used for heating pur-
poses at various temperature levels. The fuel cell also 
yields oxygen-reduced waste air, which is similar to 
high-altitude air. This is fed into a separate room, in 
which the Institute of Physiology of Essen University 
Hospital’s Faculty of Medicine is to perform experi-
ments for research into hypoxia. The researchers in-
tend to investigate, inter alia, the effects of inadequate 
oxygen supply on the human body. The ZBT as been 
acclaimed as an “Engine of progress” in the context of 
the “KlimaExpo.NRW” (Step 72) for this groundbreak-
ing installation.

Grid expansion

Smart solutions 
from NRW

AHEEEHAPKFDKBEEJKKFGIPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPELEHJHNCJDBHBPBNFFFNB
NGMCECFKBECLMJGBIMHGLCFOACPDO
EHDDLOFHPKHEDFPCIIKENECHLEKEJ
PLDKEFFJCPJDEGEFDBJIOCOKLBMPM
MNFNFNEPCFHFNGLAPEBAAHFHACBDP
APBBBPAPCFFLOFGOBBGGHCGDEPKBE
HHHHHHHPPPPHHPPPPPPPHHPHHPPPP

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/ 
19413

AHEEEHAPEKOEOLJKJFAJNPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPILEKMPJPMOEKEPBNFFFNB
IBIHJFFECLDHHOPOEDCIPFABNFCMD
HJGMPDFAKADLGNLNNHPLIIEIOLPLM
CAHLBGFDDIEOEJFKGOMGKNLFOOJAJ
MFFFFFEPAOBKINOPKLEPAHFHANEMK
APBBBPAPKKABKKLBEODJCEDEBAPOB
HHHHHHHPPHPPHHPHPHPHHPHPHHPHP  www.energieagentur.nrw.de/16275
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P
ublic “hydrogen filling stations” or, more cor-
rectly, “gas fuelling points”, can form part of any 
fuelling installation (filling station for liquid and 

gaseous fuels), provided they are integrated into large-
scale fuelling complexes. The legal and bureaucratic 
complexity involved is reasonable. So will every filling 
station soon also be offering hydrogen? Innovation & 
Energy spoke to Peter Schneppe of the Arnsberg re-
gional government, which is responsible for approvals.

Mr Schneppe, does the approval procedure for hydro-
gen differ from that for other “filling stations”?

Schneppe: Hydrogen fuelling points are, in princi-
ple, treated like natural gas filling stations, which means 
that they are permitted from a technical viewpoint un-
der the Ordinance on Industrial Safety and Health (Be-
trSichV). The type of procedure remains the same, even 
after the coming into effect of the new Ordinance on 
Industrial Safety and Health on 1 June 2015. There will, 
however, be only one employer for large-scale fuelling 
complexes, and therefore also only one applicant for 
the entire system in accordance with Article 18 of the 
Ordinance on Industrial Safety and Health. For the ap-
proved supervisory bodies (ZÜS, TÜV, Dekra) the term 
“Test report” replaces the “Expert Opinion”, but the 
content of the inspection remains unchanged.

And what, in your opinion, is the best procedure?
Schneppe: A procedure in accordance with the 

Federal Immission Control Act (BImSchG) must be 
performed if the quantity of gas stored by an opera-
tor at the filling station (H2, natural gas, liquefied gas) 
exceeds three tonnes, or if the fuelling point is part 
of another BImSchG-approved installation. This will, 
in fact, probably also be the case where hydrogen 
is generated on-site by means of electrolysis. The 
BImSchG approval includes the permit required un-
der the Ordinance on Industrial Safety and Health. 
Preliminary talks between the applicant, the author-
ity and the ZÜS are not mandatory, but are recom-
mendable.

Are there any restrictions on the storage of hydrogen?
Schneppe: The storage of large quantities of hy-

drogen is not prohibited. An approval in accordance 
with BImSchG is required for quantities of stored gas 
of three tonnes or more. The 12th Hazardous Incidents 
Ordinance, which requires special documentation and 
safety precautions, applies additionally if more than 
five tonnes of hydrogen are stored (for comparison 
purposes: petrol/diesel: 2,500 tonnes). Account must 
be taken of possible interaction with other gases, how-
ever.

Hydrogen infrastructure 
already being set up?

You can fill your tank with hydrogen at nineteen points in Germany, another six are 
to be added in NRW by the end of 2015, and the number is set to grow to 400 by 
2023. That needs preparation. The target here is the creation of a standard proce-
dure throughout Germany, in order to support the setting-up of this infrastructure.

Peter Schneppe, Arnsberg Regional Government
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N
ormally foxes and hares have the Ginsberg 
Heath to themselves, because the mountain 
ridge at the edge of Hilchenbach known as the 

“Giller” lies at the centre of the Rothaar Mountains na-
ture reserve. But when the music and theatre festival 
“KulturPur” opens its doors, for several days the Giller 
becomes home to 60,000 visitors. Instead of the foxes 
and hares, you are likely to come across Jan Delay or 
Eric Burdon. Jens von Heyden, Head of the Kultur!Büro 
Siegen-Wittgenstein and one of the organisers of Kul-
turPur, explains how it has been possible to hold the 
festival for 25 years whilst maintaining carbon neutral-
ity and preventing damage to the nature reserve. “It 
was clear from the beginning that we could only use the 
beautiful Ginsberger Heath as the venue for our event 
if we included environmental and climate protection 
into our planning in a professional way”, he says. For 
example, according to the event organisers, around 
50 per cent of the visitors travel to the event by public 
transport. The transport concept makes it easy to fi nd 
the right connections, as the journey to and from the 
entire region of Siegen-Wittgenstein is included in the 
ticket price. 

And KulturPur also puts on a good show when 
it comes to conservation of energy at the festival it-
self: over recent years it has been possible to reduce 
consumption by 20 per cent. The reason for this is 
the use of energy-saving LED technology along with 
new power plant and generators. A recycling concept 
in the catering area and consistent avoidance of rub-
bish also keeps waste within bounds. “Based on our 
initial estimates, we will have lower daily values for this 
festival than in 2014”, explains von Heyden, who analy-
ses the consumption and emissions fi gures each year. 
One sensitive area is so-called “fence fertilisation”, or 
to put it bluntly, “public urination”. The German Envi-
ronment Agency takes the rules very seriously when 
it comes to nature reserves and checks the plans for 
supply of services and waste disposal in great detail. 
An important part of KulturPur is therefore, as the last 
act of the festival, to clean the Giller and return it to its 
natural state, so that the foxes and hares can return 
to “business as usual”. 

“KulturPur” 
climate-neutral festival 

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/19414

AHEEEHAPKFLFLEMPAKFGIPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPEDEHJLNCJDBHBPBNFFFNB
NGOAECFPCEGKJJGHDMHHICFOACPDO
CHLDIPFHPOFEDAPKIIKENECHLEKEJ
PHEIENFKCPFHCOEFDBJIOCOKLBMPM
MNNNFNEPCGFNNEJAPEBAAHFHACBDP
APBBBPAPCNBJFNOOBBGGHCGDEPKBE
HHHHHHHPPPPHHPPPPPPPHHPHHPPPP
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W
ith FlightManager, the company Windenergie 
und Flugsicherheit GmbH has developed a 
software-controlled module for clearance of 

airspace. The system offers a solution for wind farms 
in the vicinity of German military airfields, which were 
up to now were not able to obtain approval for all pos-
sible turbine locations because they might possibly 
affect radar images. 

With FlightManager, it is now possible for the first 
time to minimise such disturbances to the armed forc-
es though targeted switch-off of wind turbines for nec-
essary periods of time. This means that flight safety 
can become compatible with commercial interests, 
and the potential to erect turbines in surrounding wind 
farms can be utilised to the full. As it depends on the 
actual flight paths as to which turbines can create dis-
turbances, the FlightManager program first divides 
the airspace into several sectors, which can be se-
lected individually on a screen in the flight approach 
control room. With one click, it is possible to turn all 
the wind turbines within a particular sector out of the 
wind within a very short time. Another click brings 
them into operation again. 

Over the whole of Germany this opens up addi-
tional capacity of at least 300 MW. Switch-off times 
of only 10 per cent or less have to be calculated in, 
depending on the respective location and flight opera-
tions, as visual flights are not affected by the turbines. 

T
he 18th climate protection estate in North Rhine-
Westphalia has been inaugurated at Maler-
straße 20 in the Wuppertal Nordstadt district. 

 “In the specific area of future-proof homebuild-
ing and living, NRW has developed into a location of 
international importance. The “100 Climate Protection 
Housing Estates” project of EnergyAgency.NRW is at-
tracting great interest throughout Europe, because 
this is how homes and living will develop in the future”, 
said Michael Theben, Head of Climate, Future Energies 
and Environmental Management at the NRW Climate 
Protection Ministry. “To date, 64 estates have been 
awarded the status of ´Climate Protection Housing 
Estate´ in NRW. 18 of these are already complete, 28 
are under construction and 18 are still at the planning 
stage. Currently around 3,000 people live in just under 
1,300 houses and apartments in the climate protec-
tion housing estates” says Theben.

However, the climate protection estate in Maler-

straße is not only exemplary with regard to its energy 
concept, but also because of its financing and planning 
and the fact that it is being built by a private construc-
tion company. In the building, a total of 20 completely 
different apartments, two commercial units and one 
open apartment for use by the residents and the com-
munity were created over a total area of 2,200 square 
metres. The apartments are between 55 and 155 
square metres in size, free of barriers and built from 
the beginning according to the wishes of the individ-
ual owners. The basic prices for the apartments were 
around 2,000 Euro per square metre. 

“The residential units only emit the equivalent 
of around 3.5 tonnes of CO2 per year, which is 90 per 
cent less that the emissions from conventional build-
ings”, calculates Andreas Gries. Gries heads the “100 
Climate Protection Housing Estates NRW” work group 
at EnergyAgency.NRW, which coordinates the project 
on behalf of the State of NRW. 

Further 
 information:

AHEEEHAPHAAIPKBFDCFIFPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPBKELJCEHNPBGIPBNFFFNB
NCCFBFFEPBHKFBEFFPHPMPIFAKJOD
FLOGGEFJCPPEDLCHDAKKABJPLKHBC
PAILKDFMECLPKFDAFPJLFHIELCHKK
MFNNNNEHADJGNINFCHBIAHFHAKHGC
APBBBPAPAIGDIDLLKJGICHFDEBHEP
HHHHHHHPPPPHHPHPPHPPPHPPHPHPP

18th Climate Protection Estate in NRW: 

An example of how we 
will live in the future 

New wind turbines thanks to FlightManager

AHEEEHAPDFBDDCAPAKFAMPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPNLFLJLFCNPBGIPBNFFFNB
NCKMNJFCDMDNEJIADPHOKCMNIKNDH
HDPDNPFJLMGEDGLCKIKCJEAHLCOEL
HKOPAFFNOPFNKHJFHNJJHCKGLAFPI
MFNNNNEPBFMONIKAGHBIAHFHAKDDG
APBBBPAPOFDNJLGODBGADCEDEJOBG
HHHHHHHPPPPHHPHPPHPPPHPPHPHPP  www.energieagentur.nrw.de/19416 17innovation & energy    3  |  2015



I
n today’s society, a symbiosis of history and pro-
gress in which that which is worth preserving is pro-
tected and then augmented with modern elements 

sometimes means walking a tightrope. Sylvia Moll 
from Nümbrecht-Heddinghausen showed 
courage when she bought a building un-
der a preservation order and invested 
a great deal of energy in renovating 
it. But despite the difference in ages, 
the historic listed building and the 
new wood pellets and tube collec-
tors are working hand in hand: the 
fi rst is preserving the past; the sec-
ond represent the future. 

Anyone else who is thinking of 
subjecting his or her listed building to a 
programme of rejuvenation from the energy 
point of view should not hesitate to consult the 
relevant authorities. “Problems can be avoided by 
seeking discussions and finding out in a joint pro-
cess what is possible and what can be supported in 
the sense of conservation”, advises Walter Schmidt 
from the parish of Nümbrecht. In the case of this 

timbered house, it was important to discuss the 
storage of the wood pellets, how to deliver them into 
the house in the best possible way, and how much 

space a solar heating installation is permitted 
to occupy. But those expecting exotic so-

lutions will be disappointed. The 20 
kW pellet heating is fed from a fibre 

tank in the cellar and a total of eight 
tube collectors for the solar heat-
ing system found their way onto 
the roof of the 10th century house. 
The combination of historic and in-

novative now offers a harmonious 
vision within green fields, and so 

there was no doubt that the timbered 
house would provide the ideal location for 

the opening event of this year’s “Week of Wood 
Pellets and Solar Heating NRW” (13.5.-10.6.2015) of 
EnergyAgency.NRW. Following the successful start 
to the event, both the organisers and Horst Becker, 
Secretary of State in the NRW Climate Protection 
Ministry (centre photo), were justifiably enthusiastic 
about Ms Moll’s project. 

I
n view of demographic changes and the need for cli-
mate protection and adaptation to climate change, 
sustainable energy supplies are an absolute neces-

sity. A great deal of potential can be found in the village 
communities of South Westphalia – also when it comes 
to progressive approaches to energy supply, raised ef-
fi ciency, sustainability and mobility. But how can a good 
idea transition to actual implementation of a project? 
This is the starting point of the “Energy(-savvy) Village” 
study initiated by the South Westphalia agency, which 

supports and coaches village commu-
nities on their path towards promoting 
integrated village development with 
the help of good climate protection ide-
as. Whether it’s a village car, communal 
energy concepts, education projects, 
excursions to “Good Examples” or 
brainstorming workshops – the ob-
jective of the “Energy(-savvy) Village” 
project is to drive the mobility and en-
ergy revolution and raise awareness of 
potential climate protection measures 
that can be implemented locally. Ever 
larger and more expensive solutions 

are not always needed; smaller products, processes, 
ideas and measures can also be supported. 

The project study aims to add to existing activities 
and bundle skills, gathering the many existing institu-
tions, organisations, companies and committed third 
parties under one umbrella, facilitating exchange of 
experience and knowledge at a higher level. The exist-
ing “good examples” and the local projects that have 
already been started will also help – under the heading 
of “learning from one other”. The project study is funded 
by the NRW Climate Protection Ministry (progres.NRW) 
and supported by the fi ve districts and the Volksbank 
organisations in South Westphalia. The process also in-
cludes scientifi c support and evaluation of the project 
study. The result should be a guideline to which further 
villages will be able to refer. This means that other re-
gions, local authorities, parishes and village communi-
ties will also be able to learn from the experience gath-
ered during the “Energy(-savvy) Village” project. 

Making the old sustainable
Wood pellets and solar heating in a protected historic timbered 

“Our village is energy-savvy”

AHEEEHAPEKGJCLBPPFAJNPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPIKAKMPJPMOEKEPBNFFFNB
IBPDJBFGHDDCNOLIEDCJPFABNFCMD
FIGMPDFAKHADGKKFNHPLILHIOLPLM
CAFGJGFGPIMIHBJKGOMHLNLFOOJAJ
MFNFFFEPAKBKILPPKLEPAHFHANEMK
APBBBPAPKKIABCPBEODJCFDEBAPOB
HHHHHHHPPHPPHHPHPHPHHPPPHHPHP

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/19417
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B
y taking part in the Königshovener 
Höhe wind farm project in Bedburg, 
the town of Bedburg has also made 

positive use of the energy revolution and 
contributed in a major way to its progress. 
A further aim was to secure electricity sup-
ply as a core element of modern urban life 
alongside some inflow to the public purse 
in the form of a commercial return to the 
local authority. 

In 2013, the local councillors in Bed-
burg decided by a large majority to take a 
share of 49 per cent in the Königshovener 
Höhe wind farm in Bedburg, with RWE In-
nogy as the other development partner. 
The Königshovener Höhe wind farm will 
be erected on a 345 hectare recultivation 
site previously occupied by the Garzweil-
er opencast pit. This is a designated wind 
concentration zone within the land utili-
zation plan of the town of Bedburg. The 
approved 21 wind turbines with a total ca-
pacity of 67 Megawatt (MW) were planned 
together with cooperation partner BMR 
and installed in two tranches. Turbines 
from manufacturer Senvion with an indi-
vidual output of 3.2 MW will be used, and 
with a hub height of 143 metres and rotor 

diameter of 114 metres, the turbines are 
200 metres high overall. When complete, 
the site will be the largest onshore turbine 
installation in Germany in commercial use. 
Total investment in the project amounts to 
around 110 million euros.

The 12 wind turbines in the first 
tranche (38 MW in total) came on stream 
at the end of 2014. At the same time as 
the commissioning was taking place and 
last design details finalised for the turbines 
of the first phase, the preparatory meas-
ures for the second phase were started in 
November 2014 (29 MW). Currently, the 
remaining nine turbines are being installed 
and commissioned in stages, so that in the 
fourth quarter of 2015 the entire Königsho-
vener Höhe wind farm will be generating 
green electricity and supplying around 
58,000 homes – and therefore consider-
ably more than the number of households 
in Bedburg alone. 

Sascha Solbach, mayor of the town 
of Bedburg, explains it like this: “With this 
investment we have not only made a con-
siderable contribution to the energy rev-
olution, but can also achieve long-term 
budgetary savings, which in the end is to 
the benefit of all citizens of Bedburg. Elec-
tricity has already been produced in our 
region for 150 years – and the wind farm 
means that this will continue for many 
more years to come.”

T
he Mara Hospital in Bielefeld is go-
ing to base its energy supplies on a 
cogeneration (CHP) plant. The plant 

has a thermal capacity of 216 kW and an 
electrical capacity of 142 kW and the in-
vestment of around 750,000 euros is off-
set by annual savings of around 200,000 
euros. Because of rising energy prices 
and the associated increase in costs, af-
ter seeking advice from EnergyAgency.
NRW the hospital decided to cover a pro-
portion of its energy requirement from 
in-house generation. The plant works on 
the principle of heat and power cogen-
eration, in other words, heat is generated 
alongside electricity, and this can be used, 
for example, for heating the building. The 
cogeneration plant currently covers 40 

per cent of the hospital’s heat require-
ment. Diagnostic equipment is one of the 
main energy consumers, for example the 
magnetic resonance thermograph (MRT). 
Energy Agency.NRW has documented the 
project in an EA-TV film. Infos: www.kwk-
für-nrw.de

Bedburg helps the municipal 
budget – with wind

Hospitals are often ideal candidates for 
cogeneration 

email to Matthias Kabus, 
 EnergyAgency.NRW
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www.energieagentur.nrw.
de/windenergie

Hospital in 
Bielefeld goes 
for cogeneration
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E
nergy is always there – it is only its form that 
changes. This sounds philosophical, but it also 
describes the physical reality. Pupils in the sixth 

grade of the Antonianum High School in Geseke, North 
Rhine-Westphalia, will now fi nd out for themselves 
what this means in practice. This active approach to 
learning is the secret recipe of the Klimakidz 
project of EnergyAgency.NRW, which is 
intended to introduce young people 
to the basic themes of renewable 
energies. 

But back to Geseke: Every-
thing looks like a normal school 
day: the teacher from Energy-
Agency.NRW, Ruth Conzelmann, 
fi rst explains the necessary theo-
ry, starting with the difference be-
tween fossil and renewable energy 
sources and going onto an explana-
tion of the different types of coal. 
As the 10 to 12 year olds prefer to 
explore for themselves rather than 
merely listening, Ruth Conzelmann, an architect by 
profession, soon turns to the practical. For the fi rst 
experiment, the pupils receive a tea bag, which they 
are asked to cut open and then empty. A tea bag? 
What has a tea bag got to do with energy? It is clear 
from the faces of the pupils that they are also ask-
ing precisely this question. But things get exciting 
when they are allowed to light the teabag, because 
the teabag fl oats up to just below the ceiling and 
then goes out. What happens here shows the laws 
of thermal lift – in quite a simple demonstration. As 
thermals have to do with wind, wind energy quickly 

enters the picture – with its contribution to the en-
ergy revolution. Solar energy, wind energy and other 
renewable energies are also explained by using fun-
based experiments such as this. 

“By means of such simple but amazing experi-
ments, pupils in the fi fth and sixth grades can easily be 

taught the basic principles of renewable en-
ergies and physical laws”, says Elke Holl-

weg, project manager for KlimaKidz 
at EnergyAgency.NRW. The main 

aim of the double lesson is that 
pupils should have fun and enjoy 
some surprises – experimenta-
tion, puzzlement and wonder-
ment are allowed and indeed de-

sirable. The alternation between 
theory and practice encourages a 

relaxed atmosphere and the lesson 
develops its own dynamic. And every 

teacher knows that this is the best 
prerequisite for success. The pupils 
can ask questions and discuss that 
they have seen at any time. In order 

to keep everyone involved, all discussions 
are open and include the entire class. 

The KlimaKidz project is suitable for the 5th and 
6th grades of all secondary schools and is available on 
all year round. Schools that are interested are warmly 
invited to contact the Energy Agency without obliga-
tion. The product is offered by EnergyAgency.NRW in 
conjunction with the “3 times E” education initiative 
of RWE AG for schools in North Rhine-Westphalia. Kli-
maKidz is free of charge for schools.

Burning teabags 
in Geseke 

email to 
hollweg@

energieagen-
tur.nrw.de 
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A
t the end of 2014, renewable energy installa-
tions with a capacity of 4 GW were in place in 
Poland. By 2020, however, Poland must gener-

ate 15 per cent of its energy from renewable sources 
in order to fulfi l the climate targets of the European 
Union. A Renewable Energies Act had been under de-
velopment for several years in order to achieve these 
targets, and in May of this year it entered into force. 
For large installations, an auction system is being in-
troduced and the green electricity certifi cates will no 
longer apply. For small installations up to 10 kW, the 
Act provides for fi xed feed-in tariffs over a period of 
15 years, which will support so-called prosumers (self-
suppliers). The following feed-in tariffs have been es-
tablished: 

Up to 3 kW 3-10 kW
Photovoltaics 0.75 PLN per kW

(approx. 18 Cent)
0.65 PLN per kW
(approx. 16 Cent)

Wind energy
Hydropower

Agricultural biogas 
0.70 PLN per kW
(approx. 17 Cent)

Landfi ll gas
0.55 PLN per kW
(approx. 13 Cent)

Sewage treatment gas
0.45 PLN per kW
(approx. 11 Cent)

The power capacity to be additionally installed 
is capped at 800 MW, but many thousands of citizens 
will be able to profi t nonetheless. These arrangements 
will provide a dramatic stimulus to the market for PV 
roof installations on private houses, public institutions 
and also for construction of small biogas plant. The 
technology-neutral tenders for larger plants will take 
place at least once a year as from January 2016. The 
installations are divided into those above or below 1 
MW, and 24 per cent have to be small installations 
below the 1 MW limit. The lowest price in the tender 
will win. The starting price is the reference price, in 
other words the maximum price per MWh. The pay-

ments will be made for 15 years and will be paid un-
til the end of the year 2035 at the latest. In May, an 
information event regarding the new legislation was 
held in Cologne, organised by the Polish Consulate 
General and EnergyAgency.NRW. Delegates from the 
Polish Ministry of Economy presented the legislation 
and Karolina Barałkiewicz-Sokal, a partner within the 
law, fi nancial auditing and tax consultants Zanthier 
& Schulz, reported on a test tender of an association 
where the prices were relatively low. She recommend-
ed participation in the trial tender in Autumn 2015 as a 
means of gathering experience. The important thing to 
remember is that the reference price will be published 
by the Polish Economics Ministry 60 days before the 
tender date. The Polish Energy Regulatory Offi ce URE 
will announce the tender with the date and quantity of 
supply 30 days before it starts. Drafts of the Executive 
Order relating to the Polish Renewable Energy Act are 
already available on the Ministry website. Interested 
organisations should note that a formal prequalifi ca-
tion procedure is a prerequisite for participation in the 
tender. The application already covers, for example, 
the planning approval and the environmental impact 
report.

Climate Metropoles
Municipalities present climate 
activities 

T
he focus will be on municipalities next year dur-
ing the Ruhr Climate Metropolis 2022 event. 
Among other event activities, over ten weeks 

starting from 4 April 2016, local authority representa-
tives will present their technological, economic and 
social innovations in relation to climate protection. 

Those involved in Metropolis Ruhr can register in 
autumn for the event format of the Regional Associa-

tion Ruhr (RVR) at Ruhr Climate Metropolis 2022 at 
www.ruhr2022.de. The programme will be available 
as from February 2016. In autumn last year, over 160 
players presented their activities under the umbrella 
of Ruhr Climate Metropolis 2022 with 200 events on 
the themes of climate protection and climate adapta-
tion. Around 25,000 visitors took part in this week of 
action. Next year, the time allowed for the event will 
be considerably extended. Infos: strehlke@energie-
agentur.nrw.de
www.ruhr2022.de

Poland passes 
Renewable Energy Act 

Further 
 information:
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1.9.2015 
Municipal Congress
On 1 September 2015, EnergyAgency.NRW 
will again host the “Energy in Municipali-
ties” conference. Starting at 9 a.m., full-
session lectures on themes of current 
interest and informative forums await 
delegates in the Historische Stadthalle 
Wuppertal, one of the most remarkable 
concert halls and conference centres in 
Europe. The congress will be opened by 
Johannes Remmel, Minister for Climate 
Protection, Environment, Agriculture, 
Conservation and Consumer Protection of 
the State of North Rhine-Westphalia. One 
main focus will be on the use of heat and 
power cogeneration in local authorities. 
Information: abel@energieagentur.nrw.de

10.9.2015
Electric drives 
in local public 
transport
The “Fuels and Drives of the Future” and 
“Fuel Cell and Hydrogen” Networks of En-
ergyAgency.NRW are organising a Work-
shop in Münster together with the Asso-
ciation of German Transport Companies 
– VDV. The aim is to share experiences in 
the use of battery and fuel cell driven bus-
es, to develop new approaches and pro-
vide new stimulus. Following fi rst keynote 
speeches, it will be the turn of the users 
themselves: within a “World Café” format, 
the participants will have the opportunity 
to converse and discuss in small groups.
www.energieagentur.nrw.de/19419

10.-11.9.2015
“Making Energy 
Renewable”

The 2nd Innovation Conference on “Mak-
ing Energy Renewable” of the “Green Elec-
tricity Label” will take place this year in 
Münster. The event is about making a dif-
ference and provides an opportunity to ex-
change practical experience, perspectives 
and ideas for a green future which is full of 
energy in every sense. A varied selection 
of forum themes invite conversation and 
discussion. The hosts are the utility Stadt-

werke Münster and Energy Agency.NRW is 
cooperation partner. 
www.energieagentur.nrw.de/19436

24.9.2015 
Wind-Updates 2015
EnergyAgency.NRW has issued an invita-
tion to the Annual Conference of its Wind 
Energy Network in the Essen Philharmonie. 
“Wind-Updates.NRW 2015” offers talks 
on current developments in German fed-
eral and regional policy, and NRW Climate 
Protection Minister Johannes Remmel 
will make a statement on the new German 
Wind Energy Ordinance. The latest devel-
opments in rotor technology and innova-
tive approaches to fl ight safety will also be 
presented. Companies that are new to the 
wind sector will have a chance to introduce 
themselves in a “speed dating” event. 

29.-30.9.2015
CO2 as a raw 
material for fuels

The nova-Institute, together with Energy-
Agency.NRW (Fuels and Drives of the 
Future Network), will be holding the 4th 
Conference on “Carbon Dioxide as Raw 
Material for Fuels, Chemicals and Poly-
mers” in the Haus der Technik in Essen. 
Well-known international speakers will ana-
lyse new methods of CO2 generation and 
processing and possibilities of producing 
various fuels, chemicals and plastics. More 
than 150 guests are expected to attend the 
conference, which is the largest in the word 
on this subject. 
www.energieagentur.nrw.de/mobilitaet

11.-12.11.2015
Energy in fl ux
The two-day conference “Energy in fl ux 
– raw material electricity and now?” on 
11 and 12 November 2015 in Oberhausen 
considers current questions on the theme 
of energy and shows paths which should 
be followed for the future energy system. 
Here, technologies are required which 
link hitherto separate energy utilisation 
systems. The main focus of the confer-
ence lies on “electricity as a raw material” 
and experts will present the current state 
of technology. The organisers are Fraun-
hofer UMSICHT and the Cluster EnergyRe-
search.NRW. 
www.energieagentur.nrw.de/19420 

19.11.2015
Focus on Hydrogen
For the fi rst time, the Science Ministry is 
offering the “Hydrogen Research Prize.
NRW”. The competition, which is organ-
ised and carried out by EnergyAgency.
NRW, is directed towards up-and-coming 
science students of universities and re-
search institutions in North Rhine- West-
phalia. Awards are made to the best fi nal 
theses in the area of hydrogen and fuel cell 
technology. The prizes (with a total value 
of up to 20,000 euros) in the categories 
Bachelor, “Diplom”/Master and Doctorate 
will be presented at the annual meeting of 
the Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Network of En-
ergyAgency.NRW on 19 November 2015 in 
Düsseldorf. Couldn’t fi nd this one either
www.forschungspreis-wasserstoff-nrw.de

26.11.2015
Biofuel conference
The “Centre for Renewable Resurces 
NRW” and EnergyAgency.NRW (Fuels and 
Drives of the Future network) are issuing 
an invitation to the NRW Biofuel Confer-
ence 2015 in the Haus Düsse agricultural 
centre in Bad Sassendorf. The focus of 
the conference is on the new greenhouse 
gas quota in the fuel market and trials of 
new processes for production of advanced 
biofuels. Changes to social and legislation 
policy and their effects on the NRW biofuel 
industry will also be discussed. 
www.energieagentur.nrw.de/mobilitaet 
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M
otivated by the German Climate 
Change Act and other climate pro-
tection legislation, a whole sector 

has now started along the road towards 
climate protection: in Iserlohn, local au-
thority and private associations among 
others, and also NRW companies in the 
waste management sector, have estab-
lished the “Climate Protection through 
Recycling” association. 

The objective of the not-for-profi t as-
sociation is the development, funding, ini-
tiation and implementation of measures 
to improve climate protection in relation 
to the activities of the recycling economy. 
The aim is to present the effects of the re-
cycling economy on the reduction or avoid-
ance of greenhouse gases. With 1,300 
companies and a workforce of around 
35,000, the sector is extremely infl uen-
tial. Its climate-related innovations and 
technologies, services and projects can 
be presented in a highly-recognisable and 
contextualised way under the joint umbrel-
la “Climate Protection through Recycling”. 

Together, the players within the re-
cycling economy – from scientifi c insti-
tutions through sector associations up 
to towns and local authority areas – are 
showing that in a region with a strong 
economy like NRW they are accepting their 
responsibilities. This includes contributing 
their skills and knowledge to the solution of 
global problems and utilising a consistent 
approach to climate protection as an op-
portunity for economic development. The 
Association will also play an active part in 
the KlimaExpo exhibition.

Following entry into force of the new 
version of the German Energy Saving 
Ordinance (EnEV 2014) in spring, the 
German Development Bank (Kredi-
tanstalt für Wiederaufbau - KfW) has 
begun to adapt its funding programmes 
to the more stringent requirements of 
EnEV 2014. 

K
fW will change the funding programme for energy-effi cient 
building construction (No. 153) and will remove the effi -
cient house programme (KfW-Effi zienzhaus 70) from fund-

ing as from 1 April 2016. Instead, the “KfW Effi cient House 40 
Plus” standard will be introduced. “In addition, the funding ceiling 
per residential unit will be raised from 50,000 euros to 100,000 
euros and for the 20 and 30-year loan periods, a variant with 

20-year fi xed interest will be of-
fered. The new KfW funding 

offer for energy-effi cient 
building and renova-

tion of non-residential 
properties has been 
in place since 1 July 
2015. Companies and 

local authorities can 
now profi t from low inter-

est rates and capital repay-
ment grants of up to 17.5 per 

cent for increasing the energy effi ciency 
of their non-residential buildings. And commercial organisations, 
regardless of size, can also now apply for support loans for con-
struction of new buildings with low energy requirements within the 
KFW energy effi ciency programme for energy effi cient building and 
renovation (since 1 July 2015). Somewhat later, as from 1 October 
2015, local authorities, social institutions and local authority or-
ganisations and companies will also have the opportunity to obtain 
funding from the KfW for energy-effi cient new buildings. From then 
on, the existing funding for energy-related remediation of buildings 
within local authority and social infrastructure will again be con-
siderably improved; for example, capital repayment grants of fi ve 
per cent for individual energy-related measures will be introduced. 

There will also be changes regarding the duty of reporting en-
ergy key indicators from the energy passport in commercial prop-
erty and property rental advertisements. Up to now, a one-year 
period of grace has meant that fi nes are levied for non-fulfi lment 
of this requirement. But this is about to change, with possible fi nes 
of up to 15,000 euros. Every property seller or landlord should 
therefore be very careful to state the relevant key indicators from 
the passport when publishing a commercial advertisement. 

EnEV 2014 is 
taking effect

100.000
euros

50.000
euros

The funding ceiling was 
raised considerably.

Climate protection 
through recycling 
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I
n the 10th Schools “Fuel Cell Box 2015” Competition 
run by EnergyAgency.NRW and H-TEC EDUCATION 
on the theme of hydrogen and fuel cell technology, 

the best six teams from the just under 180 original 
groups received their awards at the German Aero-
space Centre DLR in Cologne. The first prize went to 
the team from the Lennestadt High School with Marco 
Hüttemeister, Robin Plugge, Mirco Fischer and teach-
er Dr. Michael Wagener. In second position was the 
Hildegardisschule vocational college Münster with 
Isabel Brüggemann, Lea Herder, Timon Opzondek 
and teacher Norbert Willermann. Third place went 
to the regional vocational college in Brakel with Jens 
Rademacher, Arthur Peters, Marcus Hanneke and 
teacher Gerd Brüntrup. In this school year, the com-

petition concerned the use of hydrogen as fuel for a 
fuel cell in an unmanned space ship and roving vehicle. 
The target was to build an energy supply module to 
a model scale and to get it to move in order to suc-
cessfully complete a raw material exploration mis-
sion to Mars. Michael Theben from the NRW Climate 
Protection Ministry: “The regional government wants 
to bring technical training and university courses in 
the area of energy technology into greater focus for 
young people.” 

S
immerath-Rurberg is one of five information 
points which shows visitors the way into the 
Eifel national park. It combines a tourist office 

with an exhibition on “Nature’s arteries”. The building, 
which lies directly at the border to the national park, is 
well suited as a starting point for hiking and boat trips 
and is taking part in the pilot project “Climate fitness 
programme for excursions and leisure in the Eifel”. The 
project is intended to complement the “Eifel Climate 
Tour” and win new enthusiasts for sustainable tourism. 
Climate networker Carina Peters from EnergyAgency.
NRW put her hiking boots on and had a look for herself. 
Cornelia Freuen, who works for Rursee-Touristik  GmbH, 
is responsible for environmental matters on site.

“Climate protection does not only start for 
us when we enter the national park”, says Cornelia 
Freuen. “When the Gate to the National Park was built 
in 2005, a great deal of emphasis was placed on sus-

tainability. A heat pump was installed, which heats 
the whole building in winter and cools it is summer. 
The large areas of glass mean that a great deal of day-
light can be utilised, which keeps energy consumption 
low.” The residual lighting need is in part controlled 
with movement sensors and increasingly provided by 
LEDs. Conservation of natural resources is a watch-
word throughout the entire operation – whether for 
water consumption, catering, waste or mobility. To 
make sure this commitment is evident to the outside 
world, the Gate to the National Park displays its Via-
bono environmental seal, which stands for climate-
friendly tourism in Germany. 

AHEEEHAPKFDJJEEIEKFGIPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPEPFHJCNCJDBHBPBNFFFNB
NGPAEGFKEEGPEJOFLMHHLCFOACPDO
FGDDPNFHPNFEDFOCIIKENECHLEKEJ
HLEMEBFNPHJBIGAFDBJJMCOKLBMPM
MNNNFNEPCAFFNFIAPEBAAHFHACBDP
APBBBPAPCNFKCNGOBBGGHCGDEPKBE
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www.energieagentur.nrw.de/19421

10th Schools “Fuel Cell Box” Competition 

NRW School Teams flew to Mars 

AHEEEHAPEKOFALJILFAJNPAHEEEHA
BNFFFNBPIGBKMGJPMOEKEPBNFFFNB
IBODJFFDBDDHAODKMDCJMFABNFCMD
CJOMIBFAKEADGPLNNHPLILHIOLPLM
KMFCJKFBCAAONJNKGOMGJNLFOOJAJ
MFNFFFEPAMBCIKOPKLEPAHFHANEMK
APBBBPAPKKMDGCHBEODJCFDEBAPOB
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Climate-friendly Gate to the National Park
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O
ne such was the Bomobil project. Headed by 
Bochum University and in cooperation with six 
industrial partners, a fully-electric small goods 

van was developed between 2010 and 2013 which is 
suitable for mass production. Two prototypes were 
created with an electric drivetrain that was developed 
absolutely from new. The wheel hub motors that are 
used were for the most part developed and built by 
the research associates at Bochum. 

The great thing now is that four start-up compa-
nies have been launched from the projects since 2011: 
Auktora, VoltaVision (test centre for energy storage 
devices and power electronics), WAW (high-voltage 
training courses) and Maraneo (underwater vehicles). 

Auktora GmbH started in 2014 with the ideal of 
developing drives based on the needs of the electro-
mobility market. The fi ve founders of the company 
can between them look back on almost a century of 
experience in the development of electrical motors 
for electromobility. And they are bound by a single 
belief: electromobility has a future. To participate in 
the design and development of this potential is both 
motivation and challenge for Auktora. 

The team from Auktora is very well aware that 
development of a drivetrain which is perfectly adapted 

to the customer’s needs does not start with knowledge 
of the desired size and performance class. In the still-
young market for electric motors for electromobility, 
a standard system of modules and components does 
not yet exist. This means that the question of how and 
where the vehicle to be electrifi ed is to be used stands 
at the beginning of every development. 

This is the point at which Auktora becomes in-
volved and creates a simulation from the physical 
values of the vehicle and also the load profi le (for 
example NEDC) which can be used to fi t the perfor-
mance characteristics of the electric motor exactly 
to the customer application. Because of the support 
this provides at the very start, it is not surprising that 
the automotive industry is one of the most important 
clients for the company. In September, Auktora will 
present its “XOON ONE” at the IAA – a motor specially 
intended for urban mobility. 

NRW School Teams fl ew to Mars 

The drive comes from within
The emphasis at Bochum University has always been on 
practical training for industry. In Bochum it is not only im-
portant to reproduce knowledge from the lecture theatre in 
an exam. Work in projects with concrete tasks and objec-
tives also counts for a great deal. 

www.energieagentur.nrw.de/19423
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I
n a fi nal celebration, the two winning local authori-
ties Bocholt and Saerbeck and also the three towns 
sharing second place, Burbach, Rheine and Schmal-

lenberg, presented their climate protection and cli-
mate change adaptation projects. The projects were 
carried out over the last six years within the framework 
of the “Aktion Klimaplus” competition. “Aktion Klimaplus” 
was established by the NRW Environment Ministry in 
2008 and gave towns in rural areas the opportunity to 
apply for funding of their projects for climate protec-
tion and mitigation of the inevitable results of climate 
change. 

“Local authorities in NRW play a vital part in the 
achievement of the North Rhine-Westphalia climate 
protection targets, and it is also important that they 
adapt to the unavoidable consequences of climate 
change. The concepts and measures of the NRW 
“climate communes” therefore provide both a good 
example of innovative climate protection “from the 
grass roots” and also of forward-looking adaptation to 
the consequences of climate change”, observed NRW 
Climate Protection Minister Johannes Remmel on the 
occasion of the prizegiving ceremony. 

As the winners, Bocholt received 2.2 million and 
Saerbeck 1.1 million euros of funding, which they in-
vested in climate protection and climate change miti-
gation projects. As a result, Bocholt was able among 
other things to launch the funding for refurbishment 
of old buildings, extend the network of cycle paths in 
the town and initiate funding for greening of building 
facades. Commitment which has not remained un-
noticed beyond the town boundaries. Bocholt has al-
ready been awarded the European Energy Award three 

times – and at the end of 2011 the gold standard of 27 
percent was exceeded. 

Saerbeck in the Münsterland is one of the small-
est authorities in NRW, but also one of the most ac-
tive, whose aim is to convert all the municipal energy 
supplies to renewable energies. With conversion of a 
former munitions depot in a park to a facility for gen-
eration of renewable energies, use of suitable roof 
surfaces for solar energy generation and installation 
of a local heating system “fi red” by renewable raw 
materials, Saerbeck has already made considerable 
progress towards its goal. 

Minister Remmel: “The examples of Saerbeck 
and Bocholt – but also of the local authorities in sec-
ond place and many others in NRW, show that citizens, 
the local authorities themselves and local industry 
and commerce are very enthusiastic when it comes 
to innovative and sustainable solutions. Examples are 
the creation of a climate-friendly transportation like in 
Bocholt or changeover of energy supply to renewable 
energy sources like in Saerbeck. We want to carry this 
enthusiasm out beyond the competition, in order to 
gain support for climate protection and mitigation of 
the results of climate change. For one thing is clear: 
the local authorities who engage with these themes 
today will profi t in the future.” In total, 59 local authori-
ties submitted applications for funding from the State 
of NRW in the course of “Aktion Klimaplus”. The three 
second prize-winners each received 144,000 euros 
for non-investment measures. 

Aktion Klimaplus

The winners are…

Further 
information:
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I
n this year’s Shell Eco-marathon in Rotterdam in the Nether-
lands, the teams from North Rhine-Westphalia were well to the 
front: the team from the Leo-Sympher vocational college from 

Minden secured third position with their energy effi ciency vehi-
cle “MobiLeo 1”. In addition, the Cologne “NAOB” team from the 
Nicolaus August Otto vocational college took fi fth place - which is 
certainly well up with its competitors - with their hydrogen-drive 
prototypes. Altogether, the German teams did extremely well in 
the largest effi ciency competition in the world: 6 of the 16 teams 
have been awarded a place on the victory steps for their innovative 
technologies. 3,000 pupils and students, divided into 230 teams, 
from 30 countries in Europe and Africa took part in the event.

The considerable interest of the general public in electro-
mobility, hydrogen and similar technologies is refl ected in the 
number of visitors to the competition: 50,000 spectators fol-
lowed the effi ciency trials and gathered information about the 
mobility concepts of the future. As well as in Rotterdam in the 
Netherlands, the Eco-marathon, as the largest energy effi ciency 
competition in the world, also takes place each year in Houston 
(Texas) in America and in the Philippines (Manila) in Asia. During 
the event, students and those undertaking vocational training 
between the ages of 16 and 25 receive the opportunity to pre-
sent their technical developments and to exchange experience 
and knowledge with other designers. Teams who complete a set 
number of circuits of the racetrack within a specifi ed time qual-
ify to enter the fi nal assessment round. After this, the amount 
of fuel that has been consumed is determined and a calculation 
is made as to how far the vehicle would have travelled if it has 
consumed a whole litre of fuel or its equivalent. Following four 
years in Rotterdam, for the fi rst time the Shell Eco-marathon 
Europe for 2016 will be held in London, England. 

NRW effi ciency 
vehicles out in front 
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Essen is the green capital of 
Europe 
Essen has gained the title 
“Green Capital of Europe”, win-
ning against competitors from 
the Netherlands and Sweden. 
Following Hamburg’s success, 
Essen is the second city in Ger-
many to acquire the accolade. 
The title of a “Green Capital 
of Europe” has been awarded 
by the European Commission 
since 2010. Essen, as winning 
city, assumes a place in the 
vanguard of environmentally-
aware urban living in Europe 
and sets an example for others 
to follow. It is therefore making 
a valuable contribution along 
the road to Ruhr Climate Me-
tropolis 2022. 
www.energieagentur.nrw.de/ 
19425 

3D animated film: Efficient 
energy production with 
wood 
EnergyAgency.NRW proudly 
presents a new 3D animated 
film from its bioenergy film 
series. These short three-di-
mensional films explain mod-
ern processes for generating 
energy from biomass. The 
new film shows how wood can 
be used efficiently for energy 
production by explaining in a 
simple way the use of wood 
for energy based on a wood 
gasifier with downstream co-
generation plant. The entire 
process – from storage of the 
wood chips or pellets up to the 
end products of heat and elec-
tricity – is broken down into in-
dividual steps that are easy to 
understand. 
www.energieagentur.nrw.de/ 
biomasse

Greater distance – greater 
acceptance?
If the relevant pollution control 
guidelines are adhered to, it is 
not possible to prove a mean-
ingful connection between the 
distance to wind turbines and 
their acceptance or the stress 
that they cause. This is the sur-
prising result of a comparison 
of their own and international 
studies carried out by the two 
environmental psychologists 
Gundula Hübner and Johannes 
Pohl (Martin Luther University 
Halle-Wittenberg / Medical 
School Hamburg) on behalf of 
FA Wind, the specialist agency 
for onshore wind generation. 
www.energieagentur.nrw.de/ 
19426

GET.Min – Quick Check to 
Detail Check
After 1.5 years of development, 
the Detail Check has now been 
completed within the frame-
work of the GET.Min project 
(industrial estate, energy, 
technology and management 
information network). GET.
Min has sought and found en-
ergy synergies in four indus-
trial estates with the help of 
the “Park Ranger for Energy”. 
Now, energy synergies can be 
sought in industrial districts 
using this web-based tool. As 
from now, Ruhr University Bo-
chum, the company Econius 
GmbH and EnergyAgency.
NRW are providing GET.Min 
for use throughout Germany. 
www.energieagentur.nrw.de/ 
19427

Newsletter
Whether it’s energy saving tips, announcements of new funding programmes or climate protection projects – the edi-
torial board of our free newsletter supplies up-to-date information every 14 days on everything to do with the subject 
of energy for companies, local authorities and consumers. Subscription: www.energieagentur.nrw.de (Info & Service)
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